


GODS OF RAP

Backed by an impressive touring team, De La Soul, Public Enemy and Wu-Tang Clan join forces for 
a  hotly-anticipated European arena tour, hosted and presented by the Mount Rushmore of hip-hop 

producers, DJ Premier. TPi’s Jacob Waite reports from Manchester Arena…
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The Gods of Rap tour marked significant milestones of De La Soul, Public 
Enemy and Wu-Tang Clan’s sonic careers. Collectively, all three American 
hip-hop troupes are recognised for their innovative beats, clever 
lyricism, diverse personalities, and now - after quickly becoming one 
of the most sought-after tickets of 2019 – a technologically-advanced 
touring production to match. 

PLUG TUNIN
Speaking during the opening day load-in at The SSE Arena, Wembley, 
Production Manager, Paul Southernwood discussed the tour’s origin story. 
“I was brought on at the very last minute by the design team at Mandylights, 
which is unheard of for a show of this scale,” the PM began earnestly. 
He explained that the tickets went on sale at such short notice and 
immediately sold out. “We’re trying to facilitate the demand by delivering 
the level of production required for artists of their calibre.”
 Capitalising on his live touring expertise, Southernwood founded 
Touring Solutions in 2003 in order to provide a one-stop production 
house for artists and management alike. From managing the heavy metal 
offerings of Volbeat in arenas and stadiums to the intimate jazz clubs of 
Marcus Miller and Herbie Hancock. “It’s about delivering the best audience 
experience possible, on-budget and on-time for our clients,” stated the PM, 
laying out Touring Solution’s modus operandi.  
 To achieve this feat for Gods of Rap, Southernwood’s planning and 
co-ordination was meticulous, drafting in a roster of trusted professional 
crew members, along with familiar tour suppliers such as 80six for video, 
Brilliant Stages, while LS-Live provided a rehearsal space. Lights Control 
Rigging (LCR) delivered the lighting, Major Tom covered audio, Bittersweet 
Catering fed the troops, Studiocare Professional Audio supplied the DJ 
kit and Mandylights provided production design, as well as the lighting 
control package. On the road, Fly By Nite and On The Run Touring handled 
the logistics of kit and crew. “Having such little time has meant that there is 
complete concentration from those involved in delivering the production,” 
the PM declared.

Providing a much-needed extra pair of hands on the road was Technical 
Production Assistant, David ‘Dribble’ Poynter. “Tours of this stature 
typically take six months to put together, however, we’ve managed to 
put it together in the space of about six weeks,” stated Dribble. Due to a 
packed touring schedule, Dribble headed up the production reins during 
Southernwood’s absence. A challenge, he explained, which was aided by 
the tour’s outstanding crew. “It makes such a huge difference having good 
people onboard who understand the relationships in touring and how 
people gel together on the road.”

BRING THE RUCKUS
Entrusted with devising production design fit for hip-hop titans was 
Mandylights’ Richard Neville, Steve Bewley, Tom Edwards and Liam 
Tully. “We were lucky enough to get a fairly open brief which is a great 
but daunting way to start,” Neville commented. The collective worked 
backwards from the venues that we knew it were working in. “One of the 
things any designer loves are that we could work with 60ft trims in most 
spaces, we set out to create a really high, expansive design from the 
beginning.” 
 Lighting Designer, Tom Edwards joined the conversation: “We all 
have previous hands on experience which assists us all as designers to 
conceptualise and design something that can tour practically.”
 Neville added: “We’ve all ended up with similar programming styles 
and a shared creative view. We have this perfect collaborative relationship 
where everyone contributes their own bits and pieces - it’s actually rare 
that any design goes out without some form of collaboration from the 
wider team.”
 As well as specifying the right kit within a budget and delivering a show 
design, Edwards outlined the importance of putting together a show which 
not only looks great but is a practical touring package which, with the tight 
schedule can “pack down, roll off stage and straight into the truck”.
 Bringing in Southernwood as Production Manager, was a “no brainer” 
according to Bewley. “I’ve worked with Paul for 15 years on various projects, 
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so I knew he’d fit really well,” he said. “He’s a brilliant production manager 
and the fact he oversaw a European arena tour from start to finish with a 
short turnaround time reflects that.”
 Once Mandylights came up with the foundation of the design, the 
collective broke down the project into specifically constructed segments 
and allocated roles based on each of the designer’s specialties. “It’s 
a collaborative process, which involves liaising with artists and band 
management to come up with a production,” Bewley furthered. “The 
reception has been phenomenal, our clients are blown away with result.” 
 Despite having performed sold out shows and created revolutionary 
music that has influenced millions across the globe, it came as a surprise 
to the Bewley that, historically, all four acts have rarely invested in show 
design. “We researched their history to give them something they’ve never 
had before, which is a huge production with a lot of thought put into it,” he 
walked TPi through the creative process, which involved watching hours of 
archival footage of the band’s previous gigs to see how they manoeuvred 
on stage.
 Neville stated that the stage design came about largely due to the sheer 
number of people on stage. “With up to 11 people at some stages of the 
show, we wanted a few levels and as much space as possible so the artists 
could be seen wherever they were. The few video elements we had here 
formed a backdrop to the stage and a central focus point in the middle of 
the upstage wall.”
 The infrastructure for the stage came courtesy of Brilliant Stages that 
provided the central stage, DJ risers and various platforms for artists to 
enter and exit with ease.  

LIGHTS IN DA FRONT
Mandylights’ design started with upstage pods, which were originally 
depicted as two massive blocks of lights – but eventually became 12 

smaller pods, having factored in its ease of touring. “The idea was very 
much to have a huge upstage wall of lights,” Neville explained. “We 
deliberately wanted to steer away from overwhelming video elements on 
this tour - they were never a part of the original tours for the bands back in 
the ‘90s so we wanted to recreate that massive lighting-based show design 
that the era was known for.”
 Light Control Rigging, a regular collaborator with Mandylights, were 
dropped into the mix. A show built on hype and nostalgia, LCR’s Mike 
Oates scoured the market for suitable fixtures that not only depicted the 
‘90s-inspired parcan lighting rigs that not only Mandylights strived for 
aesthetically but were also readily available within the narrow 6-week time 
frame. 
 “LCR are great, their attention to detail, quality of kit and crew are 
second to none” Edwards said, commending LCR’s understanding of the 
fast-paced touring landscape.
 Oates pointed the design firm to the capabilities of 96 Luxibel B Blinded 
1 Lite LED Mole fixtures and a further 144 Luxibel B Narrow LED moving 
heads, manufactured by AED Group and in housed in LCR pods. Bewley 
stated: “The whole back wall gets a huge look with them and they’re really 
cost effective.”
  Despite playing a range of outdoors and indoor venues on this tour, 
Bewley believed that the Luxibel fixtures “managed to carry the look”, 
generating a multifaceted production design that can go straight into 
festivals in a modular way. “Despite being small units, they’re incredibly 
bright.”
 Overhead, 12 Martin by Harman MAC Viper Profile were rigged in a 
‘V’ shape on the front of the stage as the primary front wash to “light the 
upstage risers” and “pick up specials.”
 Joining the lighting line-up were 57 Claypaky Mythos 2 fixtures. “They’re 
a decent hybrid fixture which I can get a wide array of effects out of,” 
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VJs Matt Sharp & Pete Thornton; Production Manager, Paul Southernwood; Lighting Designer, Tom Edwards; Technical Production Assistant, David ‘Dribble’ Poynter. 
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Edwards said.
	 A	total	of	10	GLP	impression	X4	Bar	20s	and	57	GLP	JDC1	fixtures	also	
covered the lighting rig. Edwards described the latter as “hands down” 
his	“favourite	strobe”	on	the	market.	In	addition	to	devising	production	
design,	Mandylights	supplied	the	entire	FOH	control	package	on	this,	which	
comprised	2	MA	Lighting	grandMA3	light	consoles	and	a	pair	of	Green	Hippo	
Karst	media	servers.	“We	exclusively	use	MA	lighting	consoles	on	all	of	our	
shows,”	Edwards	referred	to	the	popularity	of	the	board.
	 Bewley	furthered:	“We’ve	just	purchased	a	couple	of	additional	
grandMA3s,”	bringing	the	design	firm’s	arsenal	to	a	grand	total	of	4	
brand-new,	grandMA3	consoles.	“It’s	a	great	piece	of	kit.	The	hardware	is	
amazing…	I	can’t	wait	for	the	software	to	roll	out!”	
	 From	the	off,	Bewley	dubbed	the	production	rehearsals	at	LS-Live	as	
“paramount”	but	underlined	time	frame	among	the	litany	of	challenges	the	
design	firm	faced.	“We’ve	been	getting	hit	curveballs	every	day,”	Bewley	
explained	the	challenging	process	following	the	initial	design	sign	off	–	
which	involved	managing	the	artist	management’s	suggestions	in	line	with	
budget	restraints	of	production	design.	“We’ve	had	to	fly	by	the	seat	of	our	
pants,	the	Wu-Tang	Clan	alone	having	nine	artist	managers	and	an	overall	
band	manager,	who	are	scattered	across	America,	so	it’s	was	a	challenge	to	
keep	the	ball	rolling.”

VISIONZ
For	live	visuals	and	content	creation,	Mandylights	drafted	in	visual	
production	specialist,	More	Eyes,	to	operate	a	live	VJ	setup	for	the	tour	
incorporating	their	bespoke	content,	camera	feeds	and	effects.	During	
content	production	they	used	traditional	methods	of	image	sequencing	
and	filming	and	combined	them	with	3D	animation	and	motion	graphics.	
The	camera	feeds	were	run	via	a	pair	of	Green	Hippo	Karst	media	servers	
and	then	into	the	VJs	Resolume	server,	allowing	either	a	clean	or	a	
manipulated	Notch	feed	with	live	effects.

“They’re	great	content	creators	and	we	simply	had	to	get	them	involved	
because	they’re	huge	fans,”	Edwards	noted	their	professional	attributes.	
“They	always	put	effort	into	their	projects,	going	that	extra	mile	to	fully	
immerse themselves in research.”
	 For	six	weeks,	More	Eyes	co-founders,	Pete	Thornton	and	Matt	Sharp,	
sifted	through	archive	material	to	get	inspiration	for	the	visual	content.	
“Pre-production	time	was	limited,”	Thornton	began.	“We	knew	the	music	
well	from	growing	up	with	it,	so	we	spent	a	lot	of	time	researching	the	whole	
history	of	the	bands	and	the	artists	themselves	looking	for	subtle	reference	
points.”	Sharp	added:	“We	viewed	every	bit	of	footage	we	could	get	our	
hands	on	from	live	concerts	and	documentaries	to	music	videos	and	fan	
filmed	footage	and	listened	to	the	albums	back-to-back	for	weeks.	We	were	
thrilled	to	be	in	charge	of	delivering	the	content	because	we	knew	what	
elements	would	work	well	with	the	scale	of	this	production.”
	 Sharp	reflected	on	the	pre-production	process	which	involved	collating	
a	goldmine	of	hip-hop	deep	cuts,	samples,	obscure	kung	fu	movies	and	
album	covers.	The	duo	scanned	and	traced	the	designs,	imagery	and	logos	
to	cut-up,	animate	and	transform	them	into	visual	sequences.	“We	went	
through	the	artists	discography	to	trace	their	influences	and	worked	out	
how	best	to	fit	it	into	the	structure	of	the	stage	design,”	the	designer	said.	
“We’ve	been	trusted	to	build	the	visual	content	which	expands	on	and	
embellishes	each	of	the	band’s	live	legacies.”
	 De	La	Soul’s	set	involved	daisy	age	visuals	and	bright	colours,	
Public	Enemy’s	visuals	portrayed	the	band’s	signature	black	and	white	
iconography	and	militant	roots	whereas	the	Wu-Tang	Clan’s	scenes	
contained	references	to	old	kung	fu	films	and	graphics	synonymous	with	
the Enter the Wu-Tang (36 Chambers) record	right	through	to	their	modern	
albums	and	solo	albums.	Live	Notch	effects	were	used	for	certain	tracks	
within	the	show,	tracking	the	movements	of	the	performers	for	songs	such	
as Killa Beez	where	the	bees	swarmed	around	the	rappers	and	falling	dollar	
bills	during	C.R.E.A.M	which	wrapped	around	the	band	member	on	the	mic.
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Video Engineer, Saria Ofogba; Video Director, Andy Warwick; Camera Operators Tom Rose, John Richards & Kevin King
FOH Engineer, Jonny Williams & Monitor Engineer, Phil Down.
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The VJs were able to mix between a clean or dirty camera feed. This 
allowed for even more layering of live effects “As yellow is a prominent 
colour with Wu-Tang Clan, we managed to get a shot of one of the members 
adjusting their cap in the camera feed, and as he moved away, it left a 
perfect yellow outline, which looked incredible!” Sharp exclaimed.
 During DJ Mathematics set, the VJs triggered an equally stunning wall 
of 3D visual content, which replicated a giant sound system, which was 
met with an audible gasp from the audience. “When that dropped it bathes 
the arena in gold glow and it looks insane,” Sharp reflected on the design 
concept which was generated in collaboration with BlinkinLab. “If we ever 
need help with 3D bits and pieces, they help us out – so big shout out to 
Tom and Satoko.”
 Thornton recognised the balance of generating a production for both 
die-hard fans and casuals. “The album is 25 years old so there’s a lot of 
nostalgia attached to it, but we’ve taken it into today’s market in terms of 
visual production. The lighting and stage design from the Mandylights team 
looked absolutely stunning so it was very important to complement their 
work. If you’re a super hip-hop head, there’s little nods and glimpses, and 
references to obscure artwork from over the years, which we’ve recreated 
to be able to blow them up to the stage set.”
 The VJs utilised Resolume Arena 6 software. “A lot of playback software 
is very rigid and timelined with not much creative flow but in a show like 
this when you need to be able to change things on the fly,” Sharp explained. 
“All three of these shows look quite different and with Resolume you can 
adapt your mixing to suit the style of each band.”
 Off the back of that, Sharp and Thornton used live MIDI controls to mix 
the visuals and effects in the live environment. “Every single night the show 
is different. It harks back to what VJing was about in the ‘90s, which is what 
the acts on stage are all about”.
 Helped out by cameraman Luke Redmond, they combined filming with 
bokeh lighting techniques to recreate a live version of the Enter the Wu-Tang 
(36 Chambers) album cover, where Sharp was filmed moving towards, 
away and around the camera wearing a black hoodie with white fabric 

over his face. “It’s that type of content creation that we need on tours like 
this, where you’re required to think outside of the box,” Edwards mused. 
“As well as there being nine people on the stage, the content needs to look 
beautiful and intriguing to the eye and I think that the guys at More Eyes 
have achieved that.”
 Sharp concluded: “To be able to give these artists the level of 
production they deserve has been great, you’d be hard pushed to meet 
another group of more deserving and friendly artists in hip-hop.”

SHE WATCH CHANNEL ZERO?!
80six supplied the integral video and camera package. To frame the action, 
Mandylights specified a central screen, made up of 70 ROE Visual MC7 
7mm LED panels, as opposed to conventional left and right IMAGs because 
Bewley believed they “take your focus away from what is happening” on 
stage. “We wanted to keep everyone’s eyes on the stage but if you’re up in 
the gods you can still see the action.”
 The side platforms were made up 88 ROE Visual MC7 by 32 Roe Visual 
MC7 - 7mm LED panels. The transparent DJ riser boasted 24 ROE Visual MC7 
7mmm LED panels.
 In the caverns of Manchester Arena backstage, TPi stumbled upon 
Video Engineer, Saria Ofogba, who waxed lyrical about the tour’s brand-
new Blackmagic processing rack.
 Embarking on one of its first tours, the PPU was built up by a trio of 
Blackmagic Engineering monitors, a Blackmagic Hyperdeck c/w 500g Solid 
State Drive TX REC and a Blackmagic HD Live Switcher. “Blackmagic are 
great at putting together system which is easy to engineer as its mostly IP 
and computer based,” Ofogba added: “It travels well and fits into 2 flight 
cases leaving a smaller footprint.”
 In the Video Directors chair was Andy Warwick who, after a lengthy spell 
as a camera operator was embarking on his first touring VD role. “It’s been 
a while since I’ve been on a tour bus,” he laughed. “I haven’t committed 
myself to a tour for a long time, so I decided to dust off the cobwebs and 
jump straight in.”
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 Under Warwick’s direction, Camera Operators, Kevin King, John
Richardson manned 2 Blackmagic Design URSA Studio broadcast cameras 
in the pit, mounted with HJ14 and HJ22 lenses, while Tom Rose operated 
from FOH, a BMD URSA studio camera mounted with a Fujinon XA95x8.8 HD 
Box Lens, housed on a Vinten V90 Heavyweight Tripod.
 Warwick also utilised a 4 Panasonic AW-UE70 4K PTZ cameras, 
controlled by a Panasonic AW-RP50 remote, allowing for very intimate and 
dynamic shots of the DJs, the stage and the crowd. Warwick praised this 
“great camera system”, which gave him substantial coverage of the mixing 
turntable. “I have a high reversing shot which looked fantastic when one of 
the guys jumped into the audience to a sea of hands - gorgeous.”
	 The	VD	explained	how	the	approach	diversifies	due	to	space	
restrictions. “I’m trying to make each night new and exciting because I don’t 
like repeating myself, at Manchester Arena, both of my main pit cameras are 
on	the	stage	to	give	a	completely	different	effect	than	the	opening	night	in	
Wembley.”

BRING THE NOISE
At FOH, TPi met Jonny Williams who headed up the incomparable task 
of	mixing	the	Wu-Tang	Clan,	a	Staten	Island	outfit	that	don’t	typically	
tour with an FOH Engineer. “In theory, this should be a simple gig,” Jonny 
Williams admitted. However, the Wu-Tang Clan, are famed for their on-stage 
unpredictability. “There’s a lot going on with 11 Shure SM58 vocal mics, 14 
Meyer Sound MJF 212 wedges and 8 members of Wu-Tang on the stage,” he 
pointed	out.	“It’s	definitely	a	try	not	to	panic	and	go	with	the	flow	kind	of	
gig.”
 Initially, Williams was handed a list of 36 song long setlist. However, 
with	no	solid	rehearsals	or	soundchecks	under	his	belt,	the	engineers	first	
encounter mixing the band live was during the tour’s opening date at The 
SSE Arena, Wembley – where the rule book was well and truly thrown out 
of the window. “They performed very few of the songs on the setlist,” he 
laughed, coyly.
 To this end, Williams relied on DiGiCo SD7s advanced automation 
capabilities to move the mixing consoles faders, recall EQs and dynamic 
settings. “I know the SD range like the back of my hand, which is great 
because this gig keeps me busy,” he went on the stress the importance of 
“getting to things quickly” on a project as hands-on as Gods of Rap. 
 Situated on one universal rack, William’s DiGiCo SD7 shared an optical 
loop with a DiGiCo SD12 console in monitor world. He also sectioned 
the board into thirds with Public Enemy and De La Soul’s FOH Engineer, 
programming 40 individual snapshots for all three acts. “Everything is set to 
switch	file	so	she	can	jump	on	and	off	the	mixing	desk,”	he	explained.
 Williams utilised a personal interface which comprised Waves 
MaxxBCL mastering hardware to contain 12 “shouty” vocal mics, without 
compromising the sound of the audience. He also brought along an RME 
Audio Interface to virtual soundcheck. “They’re both integral bits of kit 
which ensure the delivery of the show,” he announced. “I use this outboard 
gear on every gig.”

 The main PA hang comprised 14 Meyer Sound LEOs per side along with 
4	LYONs	per	side.	A	trio	of	Meyer	1100	subs	per	side	made	up	the	flown	sub	
hang. The ground sub array came in the shape of 6 Meyer Sound 1100 subs 
per	side,	arranged	in	cardioid	configuration.	While	the	side	PA	hang	boasted	
12	Meyer	Sound	LYON	per	side.	Front	fill	and	out	fill	duties	were	achieved	by	
8 Meyer Sound LINAs and 4 JM1Ps. 
 “I hadn’t heard the PA system until we arrived at The SSE Arena, 
Wembley,” commented Williams. “Major Tom are one of the few rental 
houses	in	the	UK	that	stock	it,”	he	explained.	“Having	finally	heard	it,	I	must	
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admit that it sounds fantastic. It’s a really punchy and clear sounding PA 
system.”
 Williams also praised System Engineer, Rory Augier who joined him at 
FOH. “I hadn’t worked with him prior to this gig but he, along with our audio 
vendor at Major Tom, have been absolutely brilliant.”
 At stage left, was Monitor Engineer and Audio Crew Chief, Phil Down who 
defined the art of mixing hip-hop as a “different beast” to the wide array of 
genres in his extensive live mixing portfolio. “Everybody wants to be louder 
than everyone else so it’s literally a case of turning everything up to 11!”
 To tame the beast, Down mixed on a DiGiCo SD12. “It is 100% my 
console of choice,” he outlined. “The fact you can drop in an input channel 
wherever and next to whatever you want, as well as the addition of scenes 
to recall the layers and groups is excellent,” he continued. “It’s such an 
highly intuitive board, which is very easy to navigate.” Along with the litany 
of wedges on stage, 14 Meyer MJF 212s to be exact, a pair of Meyer 700 subs 
and 2 Meyer JM1Ps were ground stacked per side as sidefills.
 Down utilised DiGiGrid MGB and PSE Expander plug-ins, the latter 
allowed the Monitor Engineer to “very subtly duck” the sound and neaten 
the stage. He explained: “Whenever an on-stage artist hasn’t got a mic 
capsule to their mouth than the PSE Expander pulls the noise back to 
attenuates it.”
         For all of its unpredictability, Down praised the structure of the line-up. 
“DJ is the ultimate hype man for all three acts. De La Soul eases you in with 
their positive hip-hop, Public Enemy wakes you up with messages of fight 
the power, while the Wu Tang Clan are completely raucous,” he reflected. 
“It’s a pretty intense ride, if the bass doesn’t get you, I’m not sure what will!”

PREMIER AND THE GURU
Studiocare Professional Audio supplied the DJ kit which comprised 2 Rane 
62 DJ mixers, 3 Pioneer DJM-S9 battle mixers, 2 DJM900 Nexus Mixers, 4 
Pioneer CDJ2000 Nexus CD players, 8 Technics SL1210 MK5 turntables and 
3 Technics SL1210 MK5G turntables and 2 Rane 12 Battle controllers, 10 
Ortophon Concorde Pros cartridge and stylus’. 

 Dribble praised DJ Technician, Steve Alflatt. “He’s one of the best DJ 
technicians out there,” he continued. “Steve has been amazing at liaising 
and handling the DJs who are an integral part of this show. It’s a niche 
market and he’s nailed it.”

WU-TANG FOREVER
Known for their lyrical craftsmanship and raucous delivery, the live offering 
was a celebration of De La Soul, Public Enemy and Wu-Tang Clan’s extensive 
back catalogues . Gods of Rap, by all accounts, was a must-see for hip-hop 
heads. So much so, hip-hop compère extraordinaire, DJ Premier dubbed 
the line-up as the “three of the biggest and the best to do it”.
 Equally impressive was the core touring crew behind the curtain, 
who have crafted a production which not only compliments the music 
but conveys the ethos of each act, using modern technology to their 
advantage. Having teased the possibility of Gods of Rap 2, the live feat 
has firmly outlined hip-hop’s lasting legacy – catapulting the genre to the 
equally esteemed regard as ‘classic’ pop or rock acts. De La Soul summed 
up it best on the night: “This right here is really hip-hop and if you don’t like 
it then go get your bag and go the fuck home.”
TPi
Photos: TPi, Andrew Benge and Luke Dyson.  
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